


We are a brand for ourselves and like-minded people driven by a 
trilogy of values:
 
Design- Developing and manufacturing using state of the art technologies, 
biomechanic-fit lasts,  Corn-starch injection EVA sole units, Natural fiber 
infused outsoles, sustainable tannage leathers.  Footwear is a dirty business, 
we are committed to setting an example for other companies that it can be 
made better.

Sustainable business practice- Learning from our past mistakes as well as 
our peer’s mistakes, we have evolved our business model to avoid pit-falls 
that have engulfed prior brands. Accepting responsibility for reasonable 
growth, using sustainable raw materials, and crafting objects that simply 
last longer, our goal is not to add clutter, but to reduce redundant products 
with short lives. 

Value- The success of CLOVEN can be measured by the value we decant 
in the products. We believe that to convert users to our way of business, 
we’re going to have to create disruptors in the market; these can be as 
simple as delivering a superlative shoe at a great price, or more involved as 
raising the bar in our market by offering transparency to our business and 
financial practices. 

What  is CLOVEN?



To “Cleave” is to split, to bisect.  Night & Day; Synthetic & Natural
Our products are a split between Technology & Tradition:

-between Product & Passion.
 



Who is CLOVEN? Cloven is born from the team effort of  3 product iconoclasts 
who have collaborated together on various projects for nearly 
a decade.
  
M Coleman Horn has worked as a lead designer for Nike &  Polo 
Ralph Lauren prior to founding Medium Design Group and Vael Project; 
both innovative footwear brand concepts. 
 
Ian Jackson has provided the business and financial structures 
for Cloven’s launch. As VP of sales, Ian represents the contact 
point for most business aspects of Cloven. Prior to Cloven, Ian was 
responsible for building Newton running and Pearl Izumi’s sales.

Andy Chen specializes in sourcing and production in the 
Pac Rim area. Andy has worked with Nike, Giro, Scholl and Keen; 
solidifying production relationships and developing new sustainable 
manufacturing paradigms.



 Although we are certainly about footwear, we are dedicated to the 
journey of creating product that is a reflection of the lifestyles many of 
us now live; traveling, working, and exploring,  infused together to the 
point that there are no longer boundaries between them.  As a result, 
the boundaries within this class of people also begin to disappear.  We 
are very much about exploring the limits of what is right and wrong, 
often coming dangerously close to disaster.  Occasional failure is part 
of our DNA. 

As Steve said, “Stay Hungry, Stay Foolish”

The product is a reflection of these fronts explored, while remaining 
grounded with the absolute functionality required by this new class of 
explorer.  Travel, work, and exploration traditionally require different kit.  
Our product solution is manifold  and efficient in it’s solution of a single 
product for these uses. 
 

What  makes  CLOVEN special?



To “Cleave” is to split, to bisect.    Cloven is the past tense of cleave  



Cloven creates product from the viewpoint of quality, detail, and of 
exploring juxtapositions afforded by removing boundaries.  Spending the 
past few years working closely in design centers and product facilities 
abroad, we are keenly aware of materials and emerging technologies 
that are coming on-line.  Some of these new materials and process allow 
us to create better working products, which last longer and cost less. 

We believe that through manufacturing longer lasting items, we can fight 
some of the clutter currently in market from products with brief lives.   
Our love of fine and traditional materials like leather,  sailcloth and 
machined metals convey our dedication to quality. Exclusive aesthetics 
communicate this; like single hand-sewn stitches combined with ultra-
fine assembly,  laser etching and fabric welding.  Our Northeast coastal 
upbringing is filled with traditional influences, with relentless travel to 
Europe and Asia our palette has broadened. 

At Cloven, we’re taking a long term view of these new manufacturing 
technologies, ceasing to be enamored with them, rather creating a brand 
that integrates new tech as established tech.

Why Create more stuff?



A “hybrid” is a split between two ideas.     A “chimera” is as well.

Our cleft could be as complex as these,      
           or as simple as: 
          a split between an IP3 sole 

& a veg-tanned leather upper.   



This can only work by being at the the source 
of manufacturing  and being deeply invested 
personally.  While we don’t own our manufacturing, 
we do have true partnerships with our facilities.  
It’s a backend model that is focused on product 
and relationships.  Our manufacturing understands 
our goals, and therefore support us in what we do 
at the same level of detail.  This can only happen 
through quality relationships and investment of 
time in the trenches.  Most brands don’t like to get 
this close.  Cloven thrives on it.

 

How does all this work?



Contact:
USA
548 Market St. #35735, San Francisco, California 94104
Tel.  +1 (720) 284-7189     Email.  sales@clovenfootwear.com   
 Web.  clovenfootwear.com

Japan
EuroPacific Ltd.
3-54-13 Sendagaya, Shibuya-ku,
Tokyo Japan 151-0051
tel  +81 3 5785 2101
steve@europacific.co.jp

UK
33 Joints
4b Prowse Place
Camden London NW1 9PH
AntN@33Joints.com
+447836244550

Germany
Our Fashion GmbH & Co.KG
Doerriesweg 5, 22525 Hamburg (HRB 109445 AG Hamburg)
Tel. +49 (0)40 85192260  Fax +49 (0)40 85186772
michi@ourfashion.eu


